Minuteman Defined
I chose Minuteman as the name of my web site because of the history of the American
Minuteman. To me, the Minuteman embraces the true patriotic spirit. Ready in a moments
notice to do what is necessary to defend freedom and liberty.
But one day I received an e-mail from a person with an Arabian name, asking me to ‘define
today’s Minuteman in my own words.’ I suspected that this was probably an agent of one of our
many government agencies on a fishing trip for the next ‘David Koresh’, but I treated the query as
though it were legitimate. The definition I provided this individual follows:
*********

Today’s Minuteman
Minuteman. An American who recognizes the sacrifices of the men, women and families of the
1770's, what their efforts and sacrifices provided for themselves and those who follow, and like
the Minutemen of another time is ready to defend those freedoms, laws and government
structures for which many Americans of the 1770's through the 1780's died to secure.
He is a man that is able to see that certain actions by government, such as that which occurred at
Waco, Texas, is government sanctioned murder. He understands that any power or authority that
the government claims to have and exercises is a power or authority that has been conferred upon
that government by we the people. He further understands that we the people can not confer an
power or authority that we do not possess.
For an example I site the case of a young mother who was standing in the door way of her cabin.
As she stood there she was unarmed and had harmed no one. She posed a threat to nobody. The
only thing she was holding was her 10 month old baby. Since I lack the lawful authority to target
this lady with a snipers rifle and shoot her in the face, I can not confer that power or authority on
government. No American could confer that power or authority. And since none of ‘we the
people’ could have conferred that upon government, when government agent Lon Horiuchi pulled
the trigger on his snipers rifle, he committed murder, in my name and in yours. The bullet, that
we paid for, tore off her lower jaw and severed her carotid artery. She fell to the floor of her
home with her infant still in her arms, the baby bathed in her mothers blood. The scream of this
young mother lasted for about 15 seconds before she was gone. A Minuteman of today
recognizes this as murder, committed by government in his name and he is willing to do whatever
he can to end it and to bring those responsible to justice.
A Minuteman of today understands that the government of today is not operating under lawful
civil authority but is instead operating under war and emergency powers authority (48 Statute 1,
section 95) and under certain bankruptcy statutes [5 USCA 903, etc.] to defraud the American
people out of their heritage and country and transfer the same to the international bankers who

engineered the bankruptcy of the Federal Government. The Minuteman of today understands his
responsibility to do that which he can to end this fraud against his country and his fellow
American.
Today’s Minuteman understands the economic slavery that has been created through the use of
private commercial paper (Federal Reserve Notes). From the Banking Relief Act of March 9,
1933, Title 4, we read the language which authorizes the Federal Reserve Notes:
“Upon the deposit with the Treasurer of the United States; (a) any direct obligation of the
United States; (b) any notes, drafts, bills of exchange or bankers acceptances acquired
under the provisions of this act, that any Federal Reserve Bank making such deposits in
the manner prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury, shall be entitled to receive from
the Comptroller of the Currency, circulating notes in blank, duly registered and
countersigned.”
(a) the public debt or
(b) the private debt
In the case of private debt and in simple form you buy a piece of Real Estate for $100,000 and put
$20,000 down, then sign a contract for $80,000. When this contract (private debt) is placed on
deposit with the Treasurer of the United States, the Federal Reserve agent is then authorized to
issue an amount of currency (Federal Reserve Bank Notes) formulated from the $80,000
contractual debt. In four years you have landscaped, poured a concrete driveway and patio, and
installed a couple larger windows. You then sell this property for $130,000. The buyer puts
$30,000 down and signs a contract for $100,000. When this contract is placed on deposit with
the Treasurer of the United States, the Federal Reserve is again authorized to issue an additional
amount of currency on this new debt, retiring the currency from the previous contractual (debt)
on the same piece of property. Over and over again this occurs, providing explanation why it is
so easy to get credit? Credit creates DEBT. As a result, our Federal Government was easily
brought to bankruptcy. See bankruptcy statutes 5 USCA 903, etc., to confirm the bankruptcy of
the Federal Government.
Our Minuteman of today clearly sees that the Federal Reserve Note is issued upon the acquisition
of debt and since the Federal Reserve Bank (the source of the currency) is privately owned he
understands that there is a usury charge for using this currency that is called interest. It is this
interest that has brought the Corporate Federal Government into receivership. Our Minuteman
understands that the fairy tale that we just owe it to ourselves is a false and fabricated lie by those
who wish control while avoiding responsibility.
He can see that the trap works approximately as follows: The Federal Reserve Bank loans the
Federal Government currency (not lawful money) which initially provides a seemingly endless
source of funds to the government. Debt begins to accrue and when it is sufficient the bankers
call in their loans. The result...

“Under the new law the money is issued to the banks in return for Government
obligations, bills of exchange, drafts, notes, trade acceptances, and banker’s acceptances.
The money will be worth 100 cents on the dollar, because it is backed by the credit of the
Nation. It will represent a mortgage on all the homes and other property of all the people
in the Nation. - [Congressional record; Congressman Patman speaking]

Without authority and without full understanding of
the American people, congress entered into an
agreement that placed a mortgage on all the homes
and other property of all the people in the Nation.
And so the Minuteman sees that Americans, himself and his children included, can never truly
own anything and that his productivity, as well as the productivity of his children and
grandchildren have been mortgaged to the world bankers, though the collection of income tax, by
the very Congress that was set up to protect him, his family and his country. It is an economic
trap, from which there is no escape, created through fraud and trickery upon the American people
that enslaves them in ways that they do not understand because their education has been taken
over by the same government.
My words could go on for a considerable distance further, but this is enough for now. A
Minuteman is the friend of freedom and justice, and he is the arch foe of tyranny, injustice,
deception, fraud, trickery and enslavement.
I notice that you did not identify yourself in your e-mailing and that of course, leads to suspicion
on my part as to whom you really may be. It is my hope that your query is honest and that you
are not some agent of the government on a fishing trip.
Sincerely... Mike
*********
Well, that concludes my response to the gentleman with the Arab sounding name. I never heard
another thing from him so I suspect that my assessment was probably correct. If you would like
to comment, feel free to send me an e-mail at mhkeehn@gmail.com, using the subject minuteman.
I get so much junk mail that if you fail to use an appropriate subject, it probably will not get read.

